
How to make Lumber Loads

Chris van der Heide (MHR)

This page details how I construct custom flatcar lumber loads for my model railway. While
significantly more work than a pre-made moulded and painted or printed resin or plastic load,
the result is a more realistic looking three dimensional load with actual spacers and gaps
between rows and strapping. It also avoids the cookie cutter look by making every load a
little  unique  from each  other  by  varying  the exact  combination  of  bundle  sizes  and  the
locations of any gaps or spaces in the rows. It also means I’m not limited to whatever larger
lumber companies are featured on commercially available lumber loads, and I have lumber
graphics specific to the smaller mills that were actually served by my railway.

Printable graphics for several different lumber companies are prov9ided at the bottom of this
page, below the instructions. Feel free to print these and use them to create your own loads.
(In fact if you do, I’d love to see them!) There’s also a blank template for which you can
create  your  own  graphics  or  download  company  logos  from  online  to  make  your  own
variations.

Instructions
Wood blocks:
1. Choose a nice, piece of wood, preferably a good quality scrap

of pine, with no warps and square edges. 

2. Rip into 8mm x 13mm strips on a table saw. 

3. Cut the strips into blocks matching the bundle lengths. 

• 8′ studs (28 mm) 

• 10′ studs (35 mm) 

• 12′ studs (42 mm) 

• 16′ studs (58 mm) 

4. Sand any burrs and splinters from the edges.

http://vanderheide.ca/blog/lumber-loads/#graphics
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Paper wraps:
1. Print out the selected graphics file on regular white paper. 

2. The printed graphics show black marks at each end, use this
as a guide to cut out the graphics into strips using a sharp
hobby knife and straight-edge 

3. Cut the strips to length with a small square to wrap the various
sized blocks. 

• 8′ (44 mm) 

• 10′ (51 mm) 

• 12′ (58 mm) 

• 16′ (72 mm) 

Bundles:
1. Apply  glue  to  the  back  (unprinted)  side  of  the  paper  wrap

using a standard craft glue stick. 

2. Center a wood block of the matching size on the edge of the
long side of the paper and press down. 

3. Fold the wrap over the long sides of the block, making sure it
glues down securely. Use your fingers to get a sharp crease in
the corner of the paper that extends out past the end of the
block. 

4. Using a sharp hobby knife, cut along the inside of the folded
corner beyond to separate the sides and top of the overhanging wrap into separate
flaps. 

5. Fold the side flaps in first. (Re-apply glue if necessary.) 

6. Fold down the top flap over the end. (Re-apply glue if necessary.) 

7. If the paper wrap extends below the bottom surface of the block, trim flush with sharp
knife to complete. 

Assembling the loads:
Note: Spend some time studying older photos of lumber loads on
standard flatcars or this actual  Conrail reference guide to see how
the  bundles  are  staggered  and  strapped  together.  In  the  model
world, the load is all glued together, but in the real world it’s all held
together  with  strapping,  so  the  bundles  are  staggered  so  that
bundles beside each other are connected by being strapped to the
one above or below. At minimum, each end of any bundle should be
strapped to one above or below it.

For modern centre-beam cars,  the central  truss structure and ratchet  & cable tie  downs
standard to the car means the bundles can be stacked and secured with no staggering,
although some staggering can still occur when different lengths of lumber are included in the
same load.

1. Cut the bearing pieces for the bottom of the load, short spacers for between the rows
and longer ones for between the halves of the stack from scale strip wood. I used 2×6
strip wood for my spacers, but mills might use various stud sizes from 2x4s to 4x4s.
The diagrams in the Conrail  reference guide linked above show either 2×4 or  2×6
pieces as standard to use for these spacers.

http://vanderheide.ca/blog/2015/11/19/conrail-lumber-loading-reference-guide/
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2. The bearing pieces (bottom spacers) should be the width of the car.  Short spacers
between  levels  can  be  just  the  width  of  the  lumber  bundle.  The  vertical
stabilizers/spacers should be about  10 scale feet,  or a little taller than the stack of
bundles. 

3. Glue the small spacers to the bottoms of the lumber bundles with white glue, except for
the bottom row which should rest on the longer bearing pieces. 

4. Assemble the bottom row by gluing bundles together end to end. Use glue sparingly.
Make sure the row stays straight. (Assembly of the bundles may be done on the car in
question to ensure a good fit. Avoid glue drops or place a piece of waxed paper on the
flatcar  deck  to  protect.  Don’t  glue  bundles  directly  to  the  car  –  the  load  will  be
removable when done.) 

5. Assemble the second, third and fourth rows as above, gluing them to the top of the
lower row. You may assemble each side independently, or at the same time, gluing the
bundles to the vertical centre spacers. 

6. Let the glue dry before moving to the last step. 

7. The  strapping  on  the  model  load  is  represented  with  1/64″  wide  black  Chartpak
graphics  tape  (obtained  online  from  an  art/graphics  supply  store),  which  actually
roughly scales out to about 1.5″ wide, not too oversize. I applied this after the load was
assembled and glued together using tweezers and a pin to insert the tape in between
the  layers.  Apply  a  drop  of  glue  with  a  pin  or  thin  toothpick  in  a  hidden  place  if
necessary to secure the tape, so the natural adhesive doesn’t loosen. 

8. Add the guide rails along the sides of the loads; these should be out of 2×6″ strip-wood
and will  be glued to the tops of the extensions of the bearing pieces that stick out
beyond the sides of the bundles. 
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